
COMPARE AND CONTRAST AMERICAN FOOTBALL V

Check out our essay example on Soccer and American football compare and contrast to start writing!.

Rugby vs. Most levels of American football abolished the one-platoon system in the late s and early s,
although college football re-implemented it for a short time in the s and s. Actions like bone-crushing hits,
beating each other and bashing players are often seen in American football. Tackles that are legal in American
football would constitute a foul in soccer. Championships As of , the member nations of FIFA compete to
qualify for the quadrennial World Cup to determine the world champion of all national teams. Soccer matches
are usually played on natural grass pitches although in America, they are occasionally played on artificial
pitches. Protective Equipment in rugby and football In Rugby, there is lack of hard protective equipments such
as helmet and padding. In rugby league the ball cannot be passed forward, so players can advance the ball by
either running with it, or kicking it ahead and chasing it. The field of play is a bit different in size matters.
Opponent player may tackle the ball carrier at any time. With passing, though, you can only pass the ball
backwards or directly to your side, never forward. Each continent country has to qualify for the World Cup by
winning the qualifying round. The passer most often the quarterback but not always so can therefore straddle
the line of scrimmage, or even be mostly beyond it, but still legally pass the ball, regardless of where the ball
is in relation to the line of scrimmage. The lateral is most commonly seen on plays at the very end of the game
when a team needing a touchdown with only time on the clock for one more play attempts to avoid being
tackled by passing to any teammate behind him that may advance the ball. Broadly speaking, offensive and
defensive linemen in American football correspond to forwards in rugby league and other players are
somewhat similar to backs. However, in the NFL the player needs to have not one but two feet in-bounds and
complete control for it to be a completion. If the interchanges are used up and a player becomes injured and
cannot continue, the team simply has to play short handed. Peyton is on root to breaking every single record
set by quarterbacks. The equipment for the two sports is quite different, with football requiring much more. As
this could result in long periods with one team in possession of the ball, in the game's administrators
implemented the limited tackle rule from American football. They have their teams they cheer for and teams
they love to hate. Forwards are often larger and stronger players of the team having their main job to win the
possession of the ball. There is also numerous leagues through out the whole world with the most popular
being The Barclays premier league. This is called a knock-on. While in football, a touch down is six points
and a field goal is three points. All the players in the NFL are professionals, while World Cup can include
amateurs; New Zealand's undefeated team in the World Cup, for example, included amateurs and managed to
tie Italy's pros.


